
Write up by Jerry Colman 

16 boats competed on a beautiful but quite windy Sunday morning at Injebreck in the second                

weekend of the February dinghy racing series sponsored by Bourne Plaice. There was a good deal                

more wind than many had expected with light and failing winds forecast and indeed present               

certainly in Ramsey Bay and in other parts around the Island’s coast. The view from the Verandah                 

on the way from Ramsey was spectacular with the newly risen sun illuminating the hills and the                 

enormous fog bank spreading out as far the eye could see across the Eastern Irish Sea. However                 

Injebreck was its normal taciturn self and ignoring all predictions was presenting with a stiff               

north-westerly blowing at a steady 15 knots down the lake with gusts to around 20. Sails flapped                 

making a lot of noise as we all rigged up but after a few windy weekends most sailors are                   

competent to handle their craft in such conditions. These skills did not however advance to being                

able to read the course for about the half the fleet who missed rounding the number 1 mark as                   

required and had to come back after sailing past it. This meant a sharp bear-away for some which                  

greatly increases the force in the sail leading to one or two capsizes in the lively conditions. 

This also allowed your correspondent to catch up a bit after a poor start (I need to hire a starting                    

helmsman like the old J-Class yachts but not much room for one in the Laser…) but every slight                  

slip during a tack or inadvertent wiggle of the helm soon let another boat past. The rule when                  

sailing in one-design fleets such as the Laser’s is never to carry out any manoeuvre unless it hurts                  

someone else and then stay between the competition and the next mark so far as you can.                 

Injebreck will occasionally allow competitors a second chance by providing more favourable            

conditions on the other side of the lake from the rest of the fleet but generally the cream rises to                    

the top. 

In this case Simon Pressly (Laser) and Angus Jolly (Laser) swapped honours with Pressly getting the                

edge with a second in his other race to Jolly’s 4th. Times for the first half dozen boats (i.e. not                    

including your correspondent) were extremely close reflecting the competitiveness of the fleet            

and the rest were not that far behind so watch out. 

The course was essentially a beat up the lake and a run back down so there was the question of                    

whether the asymmetric spinnakers of Phil Hardisty/Ciara Kaneen’s RS 200 and Gordon Dicken’s             

\Wayne Hargreaves’s RS Vision, which have to zig-zag downwind, would prevail over the Laser’s              

which sail straight downwind, preferably by the lee, but as the results show, by a narrow margin                 

the Laser’s had it although Hardisty/Kaneen showed some high speeds on the other side of the                

lake. 

The second race started in a bit less breeze but still plenty to get around, especially on the                  

downwind legs you could really feel the sun on your face. All in all a very pleasant morning’s sail                   

even at the back of the fleet. 

It was therefore a shock and a very sad turn of events to hear at the end of racing that Neil Corlett                      
(Prof to most of us) had passed away peacefully that morning at home. Prof has been part of our                   
sailing community in Ramsey pretty much all his life and recently was frequently found manning               
the safety boat with his wife May Shiu Chan. He had been ill for a while with May looking after                    
him, his funeral will be held at 2pm on Saturday 14 February at St Olave’s church in Ramsey. 



Manx Sailing & Cruising Club would like to thank Keith Poole for officiating and the safety boat                 

crew (Ralph and Emily Kee) for their highly appreciated assistance. 

Results 

Race 1 - 1st Simon Pressley (Laser), 2nd Matthew Perry (RS Tera Pro), 3rd Jenni Kneale (Laser                 
Radial), 4th Angus Jolly (Laser), 5th Andrew Dean (Radial Laser), 6th Donald Edwards (Laser), 7th               
Phil Hardisty/Ciara Kaneen (RS 200), 8th James Arnold (RS Tera Pro), 9th Jerry Colman (Laser), 10th                
Keith Holden (Finn), 11th William Henthorn (RS Tera Pro), 12th Jim Whitelegg (Gull), 13th Mike               
Swales (D-Zero), 14th Len Arnold (Byte C2), 15th Gordon Dickens/Wayne Hargreaves (RS Vision)  

Race 2 - 1st Jolly, 2nd Pressly, 3rd Hardisty/Kaneen, 4th Perry, 5th Kneale, 6th Dean, 7th Edwards,                 
8th J Arnold, 9th Holden, 10th Colman, 11th Penn, 12th Henthorn, 13th Dickens/Hargreaves, 14th              
Whitelegg, 15th Swales 


